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Abstract
This white paper describes the Texas Advanced Computing Center’s
planning, deployment, and management of an Intel Omni-Path Architecture
fabric for Stampede2, an 18 petaFLOPS supercomputer. Stampede2 includes
5,940 Intel processor-based Dell EMC PowerEdge compute nodes, additional
login and management servers, a 28 PB storage subsystem, and Dell EMC
Networking H-Series switches.
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Introduction

Introduction
In 2017, the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) deployed Stampede2 (S2), an
18 petaFLOPS (PF) supercomputer. S2 comprises 5,940 Intel processor-based Dell EMC
compute nodes, 24 additional login and management servers, and a 28 PB storage
subsystem, all connected by Dell EMC Networking H-Series switches that are based on an
Intel Omni-Path Architecture (OPA) fabric.
This document outlines the techniques that the TACC team used to plan, deploy, and
manage a large-scale and very complex Intel OPA fabric. Readers may benefit from the
TACC team’s experiences during this installation.
The National Science Foundation (NSF) funded the $30 million S2 system based on the
success of the original Stampede Dell/Intel system, which NSF also funded. With the NSF
renewal award, TACC and its partners were able to deploy S2, and TACC is able to
continue its mission to enable discoveries that advance science and society.

System description
Overview and
performance

Dell EMC and Intel provided the S2 servers, which use a mix of Intel Xeon Scalable
processors and many integrated core (MIC) Intel Xeon Phi processors. S2 doubles the
performance of Stampede in most of the dimensions that are relevant to the science and
engineering research community.
S2 delivers:
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•

Twice the performance from Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 processors―more than 5
PF―compared to the original Stampede, creating a smooth transition for today’s
science-application code base.

•

Twice the performance from the MIC component—more than 13 PF—with the
bootable Intel Xeon Phi Processor 7250. The use of Intel architecture (IA)-based
MIC processors makes S2 much simpler to use and program.

•

Twice the total system performance: approximately 18 PF.

•

Twice the available memory—more than 550 TB—and twice the storage
bandwidth—approximately 350 GB/s, providing the capability to conduct nextgeneration science at unprecedented scales and broadening the system’s
relevance to the emerging data science community. S2’s appliance-based storage
architecture adds integrated declustered RAID capability to improve reliability.
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The following figure shows S2 at TACC.

Figure 1.

Configuration

Stampede2 at the Texas Advanced Computing Center

S2 consists of 5,940 compute nodes, a 28 PB storage subsystem, and 24 additional login
and management servers, all connected by an Intel OPA fabric. The compute nodes,
which are configured to meet TACC’s requirements for the NSF solicitation, provide a
unique, innovative, and scalable system to support the broader user community.
Compute nodes comprise:
•

1,736 Dell EMC PowerEdge C6420 nodes with dual-socket Intel Xeon Platinum
8160 processors (24 cores) (code-named Skylake or SKX), 192 GB of DDR4
memory at 2,666 MHz, and 240 GB SSD

•

4,204 Dell EMC PowerEdge C6320P nodes with an Intel Xeon Phi Processor 7250
(68 cores) (code-named Knights Landing or KNL), 96 GB of DDR4 memory at
2,400 MHz, and 200 GB SSD

The compute nodes are housed in 106 racks: 75 racks contain 56 Intel Knights Landing
processor-based compute nodes each, while the remaining 31 racks each hold 56 Intel
Skylake processor-based compute nodes.
Each compute rack includes two 48-port Dell EMC Networking H-Series leaf switches based
on the Intel OPA fabric and two 48-port gigabit Ethernet switches with 10 Gb uplinks to
aggregation switches. Eight more racks contain login, data transfer, management, and
storage servers.
Six wider racks house the core Dell EMC Networking H-Series director-class switches
(DCS), which are also based on Intel OPA fabric, with attached cable-management trays.
The total system power is approximately 3 MW.
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System description

The following figure shows the system layout.

Figure 2.

Stampede2 system layout

Note: In Figure 2, the grey and red numbered racks contain Intel Knights Landing processor-based
nodes. Green numbers indicate Intel Skylake processor-based nodes, blue numbers identify I/O nodes,
and yellow numbers are management racks. In-row cooling units are labeled “IRC.”

Highperformance
interconnect

Tightly coupled scientific applications require a high-bandwidth, low-latency network. S2’s 100
Gb/s fabric is based on Intel OPA. It supports all inter-node application communications such
as Message Passing Interface (MPI) messages and shared file system transfers. Intel OPA is
Intel’s follow-on to the proven Intel True Scale Fabric technology.
Architecturally, the interconnect is a fat-tree topology using six 768-port Dell EMC Networking
H-Series DCS, each of which can support more than 75 TB/s of bandwidth. For each of the
two 48-port leaf switches in a compute rack, 28 ports connect to compute nodes, with the
remaining 20 ports uplinked to core switches for a marginal oversubscription of 7:5.
The I/O servers have full nonblocking connectivity to ensure that maximum network
bandwidth is available to the storage subsystem. The remaining login and support nodes
also connect with nonblocking connectivity to the core switches. No MPI communication
traffic will run across these uplinks.

Disk I/O
subsystem

The storage subsystem for S2 is based on Cray (formerly Seagate) ClusterStor, originally
developed by Xyratex. For S2, the most important ClusterStor features are GridRAID (a
parity declustered RAID) and automatic active/active failover of the servers for high
availability. The storage subsystem has a total capacity of 28 PB (raw) and consists of six
metadata servers (MDS); 35 ClusterStor Scalable Storage Units (SSUs), each providing
two storage servers in failover pairs; 82 10 TB drives; and two SSDs for external journals
and RAID bitmaps.
The storage subsystem has two file systems: $HOME and $SCRATCH. The $HOME file
system consists of two MDS and two SSUs, with a usable capacity of almost 1.2 PB and
20 GB/s of aggregate bandwidth. $SCRATCH uses four MDS and the Lustre distributed
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metadata feature, Distributed Name Space (DNE), along with 33 SSUs to provide a
usable capacity of 20 PB and an overall aggregated bandwidth of 330 GB/s. The
configuration has enough metadata capacity to support 4 billion files. All storage servers
are interconnected through the Intel OPA fabric with nonblocking connectivity to provide
maximum bandwidth to the rest of the system.

System deployment planning
The first step in preparing to deploy an Intel OPA fabric within a cluster is to prepare a bill
of materials (BOM) with the vendor. The purpose is to determine top-of-rack (ToR) switch
counts based on:
•

Number of nodes

•

Tiers in the fabric

•

Whether to use core DCS

•

Number of uplinks per ToR switch

•

Topology of the fabric

When you are planning an Intel OPA-based system, TACC recommends working closely
with both the system vendor and Intel to determine many of the interconnect details in a
design. For S2, the TACC team evaluated several options based on cost, performance,
and rack power. TACC chose to use Dell EMC PowerEdge C servers as the compute
node building block. Each PowerEdge C Server chassis houses four servers within 2U of
rack space. Based on a 2U chassis and standard 48U racks, 14 chassis per rack
(accounting for 28U) along with two ToR switches and two gigabit Ethernet switches
occupied the majority of the rack with some space for routing copper cables within the
rack. The following figure shows a typical compute rack.

Figure 3.

Compute rack with two groups of seven chassis/28 nodes with a leaf switch in
the middle and at the top
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The space between the switch and the Dell EMC chassis holds excess copper cable length.
With seven chassis in each half of the rack supported by their own 48-port ToR Dell EMC
Networking H-Series leaf switch, 28 ports on each ToR switch are dedicated to compute
nodes, leaving 20 ports for uplinks.
After the TACC team had a count of nodes, switches, and uplinks per rack, they
determined how many racks they needed and where to lay out the system within the data
center so that they could determine count and lengths for the uplink cables.
APC IRC units, which provide the cooling for S2, must be taken into account when you plan
cable lengths and routing. The TACC team also considered overhead or underfloor cabling
when calculating distances for cable lengths. Padding these calculations is a good practice to
ensure that a cable is not too short. For S2, TACC ran cables in ladders mounted on the top of
the racks within the rows and then used ladders mounted from the ceiling to route the cables
between the rows. The following figure shows an example. The set of cables on the right lane
of the ladder go to core switch 2. Ceiling ladders are in the background.

Figure 4.

Cable ladder on top of racks near core switch 1

Because of the scale of S2, six core DCS could provide enough ports to connect the compute
racks at a 28:20 (7:5) oversubscription, along with all the connections to the ToR switches for the
storage and management servers. However, with six core switches and 20 uplinks per ToR
switch, the number of uplinks going to each DCS did not divide evenly; therefore, it had to be
divided in a consistent pattern to account for the 20 uplinks, with four uplinks going to four DCS
racks and two uplinks each going to the other two DCS racks. With this pattern, TACC, Dell
EMC, and Intel were able to devise three cabling template spreadsheets (where each template
corresponded to two DCS), which then prescribed which ToR switch was plugged into the DCS
line card switch ports.
Before devising the templates, follow these guidelines when determining the connectivity:
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•

Ensure that both ToR switches in a rack are always plugged into the same DCS line card.

•

Put as many neighboring racks into the same line card as possible.
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•

To avoid having to cable across the core switch racks, ensure that racks on the
east side of the system are plugged into the east side line cards of the DCS, while
those on the west side are plugged into the west side line cards.

•

Spread the I/O server connections across multiple line cards to avoid bottlenecks
and minimize potential congestion to the storage switches.

The following figure shows the DCS-to-rack connections for S2 core switches 1 and 2.
See the Appendix on page 19 for the remaining two cabling template spreadsheets.

Figure 5.

Core DCS-to-ToR switch connectivity for core switches 1 and 2 based on rack
number
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Interconnect fabric deployment and monitoring

The DCS line cards contain 16 external ports. For S2, up to eight compute racks could be
connected to a single line card. Two line cards are housed in one unit, with two switches
put together and labeled “A” and “B” on the DCS. In Figure 5, the rack numbers indicate
the row in which the racks reside. For core switches 1 and 2, the same pattern of
connectivity of the compute racks is repeated four times on line cards L101 through L108,
and again a new pattern for L109 to L116. The pattern changes for the top four line card
pairs, with one half in the A line cards repeated four times and the B cards repeated only
twice.
The Appendix on page 19 shows a similar layout on core switches 3 and 4. However, east
and west are reversed because the switches face the opposite direction in the cold aisle.
Core switches 5 and 6 have some extra space in the upper line cards, because they do
not need to be fully populated to accommodate all the uplinks. Note that yellow blank
spots are empty ports, and the I/O and management nodes are scattered through the line
cards.
The most important aspect of this topology is that the same racks are always connected
to the same line cards. This consistency is crucial to ensure correct fat-tree routing of the
fabric. Bottlenecks might be introduced if the cabling is not correct. Intel can simulate the
topology and confirm that connectivity and routing are correct.

Interconnect fabric deployment and monitoring
Note: Dell EMC was responsible for the integration of the compute nodes into the racks along with
the internal cabling within the rack. TACC completed the uplink cabling from ToR to core switches.

With the switch cabling diagram developed and simulated to confirm correct connectivity,
the team then began building the system and connecting the Intel OPA fabric. The core
switch racks were delivered and placed in the data center, powered up, and tested before
the compute racks arrived. The first management rack that would hold a ToR switch and
management/login nodes was delivered so that TACC administrators could configure the
cluster manager nodes and install the Intel OPA software stack on the server that would
act as fabric manager.
The management rack was cabled to each of the core switches so that the Intel OPA
fabric manager could activate the ports as they were connected, and then the ToR
switches were powered on. The fabric manager node was also used to monitor the fabric,
watch for failing connections, and collect the error counters from the fabric, as described
in Daily monitoring and testing on page 16.

Rack and cable
layout planning

TACC staff worked with the rack integration team to lay out the chassis and switches in
the rack and to determine how the cables should be routed so that any node could be
repaired in the field.
Across the racks, TACC used a consistent cabling pattern, connecting the same compute
node into the same ToR switch port and leaving 20 of the inner ToR switch ports free for
the uplinks. In Figure 3 on page 7, which shows a typical S2 compute rack, the black
cables within the rack are copper and the thinner, light-blue cables are the fiber uplinks.
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This rack layout allows easy access to any one of the compute nodes for repair without
interrupting any other system in the rack.

Rack installation

The S2 compute racks arrived at a rate of about 12 to 15 per week. Construction began
on the first two rows, working from the outside in, starting on the east side, and then
switching to the west side. The data center already had the APC IRC in place from the
previous Stampede system, and the ladders were mounted on the IRC racks in the rows
before the compute racks arrived. The first 12 racks were put in locations 401 to 406 and
423 to 428.
With the ladders in place, the team ran the cables to the core switches as each set of
racks was installed. TACC completed the installation of the compute racks adjacent to the
core switch racks, leaving plenty of space around the core switches and simplifying the
running of cables to the core switches. In addition, TACC did not initially install racks in
the middle of rows 1 and 5 to make it easier to get from one row to another without having
to go around the ends of the aisles.

Uplink and core
switch cabling

With racks and core switches in place and ladders ready, TACC then prepared the uplink
cables. The first step was to determine the appropriate cable length and then label both
ends of the cables with the rack, switch, and port numbers for the connection.
After labeling the cables for several racks, TACC staff unrolled the coils of cables and
created bundles so that multiple cables could be run at one time from each rack to each
core switch. Unrolling the cables removes twists and ensures that there are no kinks.
TACC then pulled these bundles of either eight (four uplinks from two ToR to one core
switch) or four (two uplinks from two ToR to one core switch) from the compute rack,
down the row ladder, up to the nearest cross ladder running north/south, and then down
again at the row where the core switch was located.
To make running the cables easier, TACC staff installed scaffolding in the cold aisles and
placed tall-person ladders in the hot aisles. TACC staff could easily pull the cables to the
core by walking on the scaffolding in the rows, feeding the cables over the racks to a
person on the tall-person ladder in the hot aisle, and then routing the bundle over the next
row of racks back to someone in the other cold aisle. They pulled only as much cable as
was necessary to reach the core switch ports. They coiled all excess cable neatly at the
compute rack end to avoid excess cable around the core switch racks.
When the cables were being pulled down a row cable-ladder, two lanes that corresponded
to the core switch were labeled to avoid any interference or crossing of the cables near
the core switches. Figure 4 on page 8 shows the cable ladder for core switches 1 and 2,
with all cables for core 1 in one lane on the left and all cable for core 2 on the right.
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Interconnect fabric deployment and monitoring

TACC administrators also designed a cable management panel that was attached to the
sides of the core switch racks to facilitate the organization and routing of the cables from
the ladders into the core switch ports. Dell EMC was able to manufacture these panels for
a minimal cost. These types of panels are highly recommended to keep the cables
organized and neat at the core switch rack.
The following figure provides a view of the cable management side panel from the hot
aisle. The yellow cable is the Ethernet management cable for the core switch.

Figure 6.

View of the cable management side panel from the hot aisle

TACC anticipated the need to replace some cables due to inactivation, error generation
during installation, or early failure in the life of the system. For S2, TACC requested that
additional stock of each cable length be provided during construction so that they could
quickly replace failed cables.
The cabling process took several weeks to complete, with intermittent stops while the
TACC team waited for additional compute racks to arrive. After all the compute racks and
storage subsystems were available, the TACC team focused on completing two of the
core switches prior to cabling the remaining four so that they could perform testing of the
compute nodes with file systems (Lustre running over Intel OPA).
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The following figure shows fully cabled core switch ports. The orange barrels have the
cable labels wrapped around them.

Figure 7.

Managing and
monitoring the
fabric during
installation

Core switch ports fully cabled

As the cabling progressed, the goal was to finish each working day with a stable fabric so
that the team could perform testing with low-level benchmarks and MPI programs that
night.

Daily installation and monitoring
During cable installation, TACC staff monitored the fabric from the fabric manager node
by using software tools that were provided as part of the Intel OPA driver stack, including
the opafm and opareport programs:
•

opafm—TACC installed and started the opafm package on the fabric manager so
that they could configure the fabric and set up all the routing tables on the switches.
Initially, they ran opafm using the default options. After the entire fabric was
complete, but before system benchmarking and acceptance testing, TACC made
changes to the program to enable fat-tree routing.

•

opareport—The opareport program is crucial for finding any problems or errors in
the fabric installation, along with determining lid numbers of the switches and Intel
OPA host fabric interface (HFI) cards in the fabric. The primary items initially
monitored from the opafm log file and through opareport were cables running
slower than expected or flapping (appearing and disappearing in the fabric). The
opareport –o errors command is useful to find cable ports that are generating
errors, while the opareport –o slowlinks command reports any cables that are not
running at the expected speed.
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A typical daily cabling procedure included the following steps:
1.

Run the cables for the day and get them all connected.

2.

Monitor the opafm log to ensure that the fabric has stabilized and does not
undergo constant sweeps. Occasional scheduled sweeps are expected, but
constant sweeping of the fabric usually indicates a problem cable or component in
the fabric.

3.

If any cables flap or run slower than expected:
a.

Attempt to bounce the cable by running the opaportconfig command.
For example, opaportconfig -l 0x12bf -m 16 bounce bounces port
16 of the switch with lid 0x12bf and forces it to renegotiate the connection.

b.

If errors or flapping occur after the bounce, disable the port by running the
opaportconfig command.
On the switches where the ports are disabled, reseat both ends of the cable
and then re-enable the port. If the cable continues to run slow, generate
errors, or flap, flag it for replacement.

4.

Repeat this process until the fabric stabilizes.

Defining switches with the opafastfabric utility
Another OPA tool that the TACC team used during deployment and configuration was the
opafastfabric utility. This program requires some configuration for the fabric so that it
knows on which switches to operate. The configuration can be a file with all ToR switches
in it or just a subset of switches.
The default /etc/opa/switches file is important for defining names for the ToR switches that will be
reported in the opafm log. This file has the switch GUID, switch name, and the distance in switch
hops from the ToR switch to the fabric manager. Each line in the file takes the following form:
0x0011750102754153:0:0,M1,1
where:
•

0x0011750102754153:0:0 is the switch GUID followed by 0:0.

•

M1 is the switch name.

•

1 is the distance in hops to the switch from the fabric manager.

Here is a snippet of the /etc/opa/switches file on S2:
0x0011750102754153:0:0,M1,1
0x0011750102754154:0:0,s415-L,5
0x001175010275416b:0:0,s450-L,5
0x0011750102754172:0:0,IO6-U,5
0x0011750102754181:0:0,s422-U,5
0x0011750102754208:0:0,s409-L,3
0x0011750102754238:0:0,s419-L,5
0x001175010275423a:0:0,s450-U,5
14
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Line 1 defines switch M1, the management switch in rack 1, which is one hop away from
the fabric manager because it is connected to the ToR switch in the fabric manager’s
rack. Line 6 identifies switch s409-L as the ToR switch in the lower half of rack 409, which
is three hops away because it is connected to the same line card as M1. Line 2 describes
switch s415-L as the lower ToR switch in rack 415, which is five hops away from the fabric
manager because it is connected through a different line card from M1. The other
switches in this file are also five hops away.
With the /etc/opa/switches file defined in this manner, administrators can use the
opafastfabric program to assign names to the ToR switches, upgrade the unmanaged
switch firmware, check the firmware, and verify that the switches are healthy. When
performing operations under opafastfabric, you can operate on a subset of switches.
TACC admins frequently do this to first test new firmware on a smaller subset of the
hardware and verify that it is operating before pushing it out to the entire system.

Final cabling installation testing
During installation, as the ToR switches were connected to the core switches, the team
started MPI testing at the rack level, typically running Intel MPI benchmarks or the OSU
MPI benchmarks. At first, these tests were mainly to run traffic across the uplinks and
confirm that there were no errors or flapping of the connections. After all the uplinks for a
rack had been completed, the team performed more thorough testing to confirm
consistent performance at the rack level. They then compared results to verify that fabric
connections for each rack were performing as expected. If one rack is not performing
consistently with the others, there is a problem with the nodes or interconnect.
In its final configuration, S2 had 4,324 fiber uplink cables. During construction of the
system, 36 of the cables either did not activate, generated errors, or ran at a slow speed.
The system entered production in June 2017. Since then, TACC had to replace only 14
more cables due to excessive errors, reduced speed, or poor link quality.
To ensure that all expected ports are active, TACC administrators scan all the compute
rack ToR switches and check just the uplink ports. To accomplish this, administrators run
the following command from the fabric manager node:
for i in `egrep s[4-5] lid_report.out | awk
'{print $1}'`; do for j in {6..11} {22..27}
{37..44}; do echo "$i `grep ^$i lid_report.out |
awk '{print $5}'` $j `opaportinfo -l $i -m $j |
grep PortState`"; done; done | grep -v Active
The lid_report.out file is the output from the opareport –o lids command. The command
finds all the compute rack ToR switch lids and scans ports 6-11, 22-27, and 37-44 (which
correspond to the uplink ports on all compute rack switches) to confirm that they are
active and that they echo the switch lid, name, port, and state for any port that is not in the
active state. The team added this command and similar commands that check the I/O and
management-rack-specific uplink ports to a script that could be run from the command
line.
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Daily monitoring
and testing

Even after S2 entered production, TACC has continued with a daily routine of checking
the active ports with the previously described script and scanning the fabric for errors. The
team configured the fabric manager node with cron jobs to collect fabric errors every
6 hours for reference purposes. Note that some tuning of the errors file (opamon.conf)
might be necessary to filter out some of the minor errors that are not as impactful to the
fabric. Also, S2 administrators perform constant monitoring of the opafm log, looking for
any errors or link problems in the fabric. Such errors look similar to the following
messages in the log file:
•

Thu Jun 01 23:29:22 2017: fm0_sm(83068):
WARN [PmEngine]: PM: Integrity of 100 Exceeded Threshold of
100. core2 L113B Guid 0x0011750102754c66 LID 0x1a9 Port 4
Neighbor: s447-L Guid 0x001175010277a01a LID 0x8d Port 24
Thu Jun 01 23:29:22 2017: fm0_sm(83068): WARN [PmEngine]: PM:
LWD.Tx=4x Rx=3x
This message indicates that a link from core 2 to the S447-L ToR switch is running
slower than expected in one direction. Such errors are also reported by
opareport –o slowlinks.

•

Thu Jun 01 23:49:29 2017: fm0_sm(83068):
WARN [PmEngine]: PM: Integrity of 120 Exceeded Threshold of
100. core2 L110B Guid 0x001175010277a4c2 LID 0x1a4 Port 11
Neighbor: s461-U Guid 0x0011750102783d7d LID 0x72 Port 39
Thu Jun 01 23:49:29 2017: fm0_sm(83068): WARN [PmEngine]: PM:
LQI=3
This message indicates that the link from core 2 to the s461-U ToR switch has a
lower than expected link quality indicator. By watching the opafm logs and checking
for errors frequently, TACC administrators can ensure that the Intel OPA fabric
remains stable and performs as expected for users.

A well-running fabric
The optimal scenario is to see scheduled system sweeps scanning the fabric and not
reporting any errors or warnings. Even with more than 6,000 host fabric interface cards,
the S2 fabric remains quiet and fully operational with messages such as the following
repeated in the opafm log:
Tue Jan 09 18:20:00 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: topology_main: TT: DISCOVERY CYCLE START REASON: Scheduled sweep interval
Tue Jan 09 18:20:00 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: sm_set_local_port_pkey: sm pkey table already
set
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Tue Jan 09 18:20:17 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: topology_main: DISCOVERY CYCLE END. 611 SWs,
6087 HFIs, 6087 end ports, 30639 total ports, 1 SM(s), 96304
packets, 0 retries, 17.026 sec sweep
Tue Jan 09 18:25:17 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: topology_main: TT: DISCOVERY CYCLE START REASON: Scheduled sweep interval
Tue Jan 09 18:25:17 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: sm_set_local_port_pkey: sm pkey table already
set
Tue Jan 09 18:25:34 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: topology_main: DISCOVERY CYCLE END. 611 SWs,
6087 HFIs, 6087 end ports, 30639 total ports, 1 SM(s), 96304
packets, 0 retries, 17.063 sec sweep
Tue Jan 09 18:30:34 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: topology_main: TT: DISCOVERY CYCLE START REASON: Scheduled sweep interval
Tue Jan 09 18:30:34 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: sm_set_local_port_pkey: sm pkey table already
set
Tue Jan 09 18:30:51 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: topology_main: DISCOVERY CYCLE END. 611 SWs,
6087 HFIs, 6087 end ports, 30639 total ports, 1 SM(s), 96304
packets, 0 retries, 17.020 sec sweep
Tue Jan 09 18:35:51 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: topology_main: TT: DISCOVERY CYCLE START REASON: Scheduled sweep interval
Tue Jan 09 18:35:51 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: sm_set_local_port_pkey: sm pkey table already
set
Tue Jan 09 18:36:08 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: topology_main: DISCOVERY CYCLE END. 611 SWs,
6087 HFIs, 6087 end ports, 30639 total ports, 1 SM(s), 96304
packets, 0 retries, 17.064 sec sweep
Tue Jan 09 18:41:08 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: topology_main: TT: DISCOVERY CYCLE START REASON: Scheduled sweep interval
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Tue Jan 09 18:41:08 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: sm_set_local_port_pkey: sm pkey table already
set
Tue Jan 09 18:41:26 2018: fm0_sm(45391):
PROGR[topology]: SM: topology_main: DISCOVERY CYCLE END. 611 SWs,
6087 HFIs, 6087 end ports, 30639 total ports, 1 SM(s), 96305
packets, 1 retries, 17.170 sec sweep

Summary
The S2 has proven to be highly scalable while delivering strong performance for a wide
range of applications due to the Intel OPA high-speed interconnect, which is used by both
MPI and I/O traffic with Lustre file systems. Building a system such as S2 is a complex
and involved process with many potential obstacles along the way that can delay
deployment to production. Using the combined expertise of the TACC team, Dell EMC,
and Intel, and following a well-defined procedure with effective software tools reduced
delays and helped to ensure a timely installation.
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Appendix: DCS-to-rack connections for core switches 3-4 and 5-6
The following figures show DCS-to-rack mapping for S2 cores 3 and 4, and for cores 5
and 6.

Figure 8.

DCS cores 3 and 4 port-to-rack mapping

Note: East and West are reversed compared to cores 1 and 2.
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Appendix: DCS-to-rack connections for core switches 3-4 and 5-6

Figure 9.
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DCS cores 5 and 6 port-to-rack mapping
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